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Abax Global Equity Feeder Fund Commentary 
 
The past quarter saw continued volatility in global stock indices and currencies on account of threats 

of trade barriers and shifts in established global alliances.  Last quarter I commented on these “trade 

wars” and how one could even benefit with some stock picking.  Unfortunately this did not matter 

much in the last three months as we witnessed some indiscriminate selling of non-US equities.  As a 

result, the fund underperformed its global benchmark by almost 6% and is now only showing a 3% 

gain in absolute terms for the year to date. 

 

The biggest contributors to this underperformance in the past quarter were Tencent, AAC 

Technologies, Haier and China Everbright (all Chinese companies).  On the positive side, Amazon, Trex, 

Microsoft, Thermo Fisher and Tractor Supply (all US companies) made positive contributions to 

performance, thereby limiting the “emerging market rout” damage. 

 

Year to date, the emerging versus developed market returns are quite stark; the US portion of the 

portfolio delivered a weighted 18% positive return, whereas the Chinese holdings declined by 28% 

(and Hong Kong, where some of the Chinese stocks are listed, declined by 16%).  The US alone 

delivered more than 100% of the benchmark performance for the year i.e. without the US, the 

benchmark would have shown a close to zero % return.  The top 27 contributors to MSCI All World 

returns were all US stocks (the fund holds 5 of these: Amazon, Microsoft, Google, JP Morgan and 

Thermo Fisher).  On average, about half the fund’s investments were in US listed stocks.  I mention 

these figures to highlight the extreme macro impact on markets so far this year. 

 

As we pride ourselves on being stock pickers, the vexing question would be: do we hold the wrong 

stocks and/or do we own stocks in the wrong parts of the world?  We believe that some of the macro 

drivers of markets and currencies are just too random to call (Brexit, the Trump election, etc.) and are 

hence loath to make big geographic allocations based on our view of global geopolitics.  However, we 

are not blind to these macro drivers and as such are quite risk averse. For example, we have avoided 

the slate of touted new listings in Argentina late last year on account of Argentina’s poor reputation 

for fiscal management – their stock market has more than halved this year. 
 

What we rather do is pick companies that we believe offer superior earnings growth (and cash 

earnings at that) over the medium term, trade at a reasonable valuations and satisfy our requirements 

around balance sheet health, governance, and other qualitative factors.  As such, we maintain that a 

company like Tencent, one of our worst performers this year, remains a very attractive investment. 

 

Tencent is China’s largest social media, online gaming and related online services company and has 

been one of the best performing stocks for some time. Even after this year’s 40% decline from its peak 

levels, the stock has still appreciated by 42% per year for the past 10 years! 

 

Tencent has just over 1bn active users (effectively every Chinese that owns a smart phone) and is the 

number one provider of social media, instant messaging, online games (mobile and PC) mobile news, 

mobile video, music streaming, online literature, mobile payment, mobile browser, security and app  
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store – they are the default platform for almost all things mobile in China.  Yet, less than 10% of their 

users are on some form of fee structure.  They therefore offer multiple avenues to grow the business 

and increase the monetisation of their very large and loyal customer base. 

What seems to have caused the sell-off in the share this year has been two things: the macro fears of 

trade wars which drove large scale selling of Chinese shares, and the company specific issue around 

the licensing of new online/mobile games and their ability to charge players.  China has tight 

regulatory control over the mobile echo system and earlier this year announced the temporary halt 

to approving new games as well as halting the approval to monetise certain games. As gaming 

delivered almost half of Tencent’s earnings (from almost nothing only a handful of years ago), 

investors got nervous.   

 

A recent change in regulatory bodies has caused some dislocation in the approval process for new 

games.  Whereas Tencent had approval to launch a game called PUBG (which became very successful), 

they were not able to apply for monetisation.  They therefore suffered the double blow of having a 

very successful game that they cannot charge for which also crowded out the older/other games that 

they could charge for.  The regulator recognises the negative impact of its moratorium and hence 

launched an interim “green path” programme to expedite approval.  Tencent has applied for a number 

of games through this process, but as PUBG is already being played, it cannot be sent through this 

channel.  Tencent did launch seven new games in the last quarter, but five of these were in May only, 

hence too late to generate any significant revenue in the reporting period. This regulatory red tape 

impacted on another of their games, Monster Hunter, which had to be taken off their platform 

although it had been approved in principle. The developer delivered a final version with enough 

differences in comparison to the applied for version that the regulator retracted their approval.  In 

short, we believe the whole saga around the gaming approval and monetisation is short term and will 

resolve itself as the regulator finds their way, enabling Tencent to then continue to deliver good profit 

growth off their gaming platforms. 

 

In addition, the government announced last year that the rapidly growing deposit base for mobile 

money accounts should all be moved (in a phased process) to the central bank – this was a good source 

of income (interest earned) for Tencent as mobile transactions were free to their user base.  This was 

well flagged and managed by the government and should not be a concern to investors.  Tencent will 

now introduce modest fees to the merchants and users which would easily make up for the lost 

interest income. 

But, Tencent is not just waiting for regulatory process to be resolved in the gaming environment.  They 

are significantly investing in their cloud infrastructure; this could become a significant profit 

contributor in the future as life virtually moves online and becomes more and more cloud based.  They 

already have this significant user base and it is a natural step to get these users to also store their data 

with Tencent. 

Tencent is expected to grow earnings by 37% per year for the next four years, hence justifying the 

current 28X Price Earnings multiple. The above example of Tencent is to demonstrate how we look at 

some of these non-US companies and why we continue to hold the shares.  The current sell off is not 

justified and we believe a patient investor will be well rewarded with the portfolio of good companies 

we have.   


